Bandai Gundam May New Announcements
00 XN Raiser "Mobile Suit Gundam 00V", Bandai MG 1/100
From the "Mobile Suit Gundam 00V" side story, the 00 XN Raiser is coming to
the MG line-up! A combination of the 00 Gundam and the XN Raiser, the 00
XN Raiser comes equipped with a pair of GN Buster Sword III units that can be
combined into one weapon! The 00 XN Raiser's arm pylons can open and close
and can hold the GN Sword II and GN Beam Sword. It is also possible to mount
the GN Beam Sword. 4 types of battle styles can be reproduced for added
display value. Switch between multiple battle modes instantly. One LED unit
(green) can be mounted on the head. (Batteries LR41 x2 sold separately). Waterslide decals for added detailing are included. Set includes GN Buster sword III,
GN Sword II, GN Sword III, GN Beam saber, and GN shield. LED unit.
Instruction manual x1. 00 XN Raiser is being released as part of Gundam 00's
10th anniversary! Contact your account executive for a list of other Gundam 00
related products to stock your shelves!
Product size: Approx 7"

Ninpulse Gundam "Build Fighters", Bandai HGBF 1/144
A new project for the "Gundam Build Fighters" series, the Gundam
Build _Extra Battle Project, is making it's debut with the Ninpulse
Gundam! As the name suggests, this gundam derives its looks from
the roots of the "Ninja". The back pack is large enough cover the
mantle or can transform to the shape of a shuriken. The Ninpulse's
rear skirt can also be transformed into a sword and equipped! The
blades are flexible offering a wider range of poses and movement.
Pose just like a ninja! Set includes large cloak, sword, and two
beams. Runner x11. Sticker sheet x1. Instruction manual x1.
Product size: Approx 5"
Package size: Approx 11.7x7.4x2.6 in

Ninpulse Beams "Build Fighters", Bandai HGBC 1/144
Pairing perfectly with the Ninpulse Gundam are the new HGBC
Ninpulse Beams! Complete the perfect look with these addition build
custom parts. Four beam effect parts are included in various shapes and
sizes. You can even link two parts together to make one! Set includes 2
sets of beam effect parts. Runner x2. Instruction manual x1.
Product size: Approx N/A
Package size: Approx 5.9x7.4x1.8 in

Efreet Schneid "Unicorn", Bandai HGUC 1/144
A mobile suit used by Zeon Remnants in episode 4 of "Gundam Unicorn", the
Efreet Schneid appears as a HG model kit! The 14 Heat Darts equipped in
various parts of the mobile suit are removable and can be used and posed in
different ways to recreate scenes from the anime! The Efreet Schneid's Mono
Eye is movable and the use of soft materials in the waist allows for a great range
of motion! Set includes Heat Darts x14, 2 hand-held heat darts, and Giant
Bazooka. Runner x9. Sticker sheet x1. Instruction manual x1.
Product size: Approx 5"
Package size: Approx 11.7x7.4x3.0 in

Gundam Astaroth Rinascimento "Gundam IBO", Bandai HG 1/144
A new side story from the "Gundam IBO" series - "Gundam Iron
Blooded Orphans: Steel Moon" - the Gundam Astaroth Rinascimento is
making its appearance! Showing off the Astaroth's characteristic
asymmetric design, the new Astaroth Rinascimento comes with a new
large weapon called the "Bastard Chopper"! You can also combine the
"Bastard Chopper" and "Demolition Knife" to make an even better,
larger weapon! Set includes Demolition Knife, rifle, 2 knives, and
Bastard Chopper. Runner x8. Sticker sheet x1. Instruction manual x1.
Product size: Approx 5"
Package size: Approx 11.7x7.4x2.6 in

Hamma-Hamma "ZZ Gundam", Bandai RE/100
The mysterious silhouette at the Gundam Expo has now been revealed! The
highly anticipated Hamma-Hamma is now part of the RE/100 series! From
the original ZZ Gundam, Hamma-Hamma is sculpted with excellent details
and proportions. The flexible arm has a large number of gimmicks including
the utilization of soft materials and lead wiring to reproduce long-range
attacks! Hamma-hamma's shield with mega-particle gun is accurately
reproduced and has meticulous detailing, even in the underside. Set includes
shield with mega-particle gun, two beam sabers, space eye, and arm display
seat x4. Runner x19. Sticker sheet x1.
Product size: Approx 7"
Package size: Approx 15.4x12.2x3.6 in

